
     

The Politics of the Female Voice

The Lady shall say her mind freely
Hamlet ..

In the final act of Shakespeare’s Othello, Emilia defies Iago’s attempts to
silence her by insisting on exposing his “odious damned lie.” “I will not
charm my tongue; I am bound to speak,” she tells him (.., ).

Echoing Iago’s own disingenuous claim that he is “bound” to Othello by
duty (.., ), Emilia first articulates her right to speak in terms of
the moral and political obligations implicitly violated by her husband.
Bound to her conscience, her mistress, and the state, she accordingly
requests permission from the authorities to use public language
(..). Yet as the scene proceeds and Emilia recognizes the magnitude
of Iago’s lie, she increasingly flouts such deference. At his final attempt to
silence her, she cries (in the Folio): “No, I will speak as liberal as the north;
/ Let heaven, and men, and devils, let them all, / All, all cry shame against
me, yet I’ll speak” (–). A “liberal counsellor” indeed (..),
Emilia chooses speech that is “unrestrained by prudence or decorum”
(OED a). Her image of the “angry northern wind” (Titus Andronicus
..) not only picks up Desdemona’s “storm of fortunes” and imitates
“the wind [that] does speak aloud” during the tempest (..), but also
carries hints of Ezekiel’s prophetic vision of “a whirlewinde [that] came out
of the North” to destroy Jerusalem (Ezek. .). Unlike the ensign’s wife in
the source who is merely a witness to and narrator of the play’s events,
Emilia and her impassioned voice in this scene are entirely Shakespeare’s
invention. Transformed from a submissive wife who “has no speech”
earlier in the play (..), Emilia becomes more than simply a disobe-
dient woman who speaks out against her erring husband. Unlike virtuous
male servants such as King Lear’s Kent, whose plain-speaking “duty” to
correct his master’s “folly” aims to buttress the “authority” of a king he
continues to serve (Lear .., ; ..), Emilia turns not only on
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the men she calls “lord” (Othello and Iago), but also on all men in
authority who would inhibit her speech, staking her life and her soul on
“speak[ing] true” (Othello ..). It may be that, as Michael Neill
claims, “Emilia’s denunciation of husbandly oppression is in many ways
the equivalent of Iago’s denunciation of the iniquity of masters and the
humiliations of service,” but Emilia’s denunciation – unlike Iago’s – is
amply justified by the play’s events and openly proclaimed in the public
sphere. Doubly transgressive for a woman who – according to early
modern conduct books – should be “never loud,” (..), Emilia’s
“liberal” speech associates the female voice with questions of political
freedom in a tragedy usually considered “domestic.”

Used nineteen times in Othello, the word “free” is contested from the
beginning of the play. On the one hand, Othello’s reference to his
“unhoused free condition” signals his freedom from “circumscription”
(..–) – from marriage and perhaps also from captivity (..).
On the other, for Brabantio his daughter’s marriage should not have “passage
free” (..); his fearful imagining of her as a free agent – as “half the
wooer” – leads him to insist regressively on her “obedience” (.., ).
Yet in contrast to the authoritarianism that he himself recognizes as tanta-
mount to a “tyranny” that would tempt him to enslave or “hang clogs on” a
child (..–), Desdemona speaks the language of contract and con-
sent. She pleads for “a charter” from the duke (..) – a word that meant
“granting privileges to, or recognizing rights of, the people” (OED a) and
in England carried overtones of the Great Charter that guaranteed the
subject’s fundamental liberties. In her marriage, Desdemona lays claim to
the “liberties” afforded by the charter, using her “free speech” to intervene
with her husband on Cassio’s behalf (..). As Desdemona’s chosen
partner, Othello likewise displays his “free and open nature” (..) in his
commitment both “to be free and bounteous to her mind” (..) and to
license her speech. “Let her speak of me before her father,” he insists; “let her
witness it” (.., ). Indeed, before Othello falls into Iago’s trap, he
celebrates his wife as “free of speech,” a quality compatible with “virtue”
(..–). Mark Matheson argues that the women’s freedom of speech
inOthello is associated with the republican, anti-absolutist values of Venice.

Yet because, as Andrew Hadfield provocatively notes, “none of the leading
men are Venetian, only the women,” it is the women who articulate the
principles of freedom that culminate in Emilia’s searing “liberal” speech at
the end of the play.

Of course, the values of liberty espoused by Emilia and Desdemona are
twisted and maligned by the men in the play. In fact, it is Desdemona’s
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very freedom that allows Iago to impugn her virtue. “She is of so free, so
kind, so apt, so blest a disposition,” he tells Cassio suggestively, later
sneering in soliloquy “She’s framed as fruitful / As the free elements”
(..–, –). In Iago’s hands, liberty becomes license, and free-
dom whoredom: “I know our country disposition well,” declares Iago,
“In Venice they do let God see the pranks / They dare not show their
husbands” (..–). Othello finally accepts this (mis)construction,
recommending Desdemona’s “sequester from liberty” (..). Yet,
though Iago schemes to imprison his victims in a “net / That shall enmesh
them all” (..–), he initially does so – ironically – by insisting on
his own freedom. Feigning resistance to Othello’s insistence that he share
his thoughts, Iago exclaims, “Though I am bound to every act of duty, /
I am not bound to that all slaves are free to” (..–), as he taunts
Othello with his inaccessible interiority, an imaginative freedom that even
slaves possess. In this demonic parody of Desdemona’s freedom, Iago
provokes Othello’s tyranny by paradoxically insisting on his own freedom
from control. “By heaven, I’ll know thy thoughts!” cries Othello imperi-
ously (..). By the end of the scene, Othello’s “fond love” gives way to
“tyrannous hate” (.., ), and Iago himself performs exaggerated
subjection, swearing that “to obey shall be in [him] remorse / What bloody
business ever” (..–). As tyrant, Othello becomes subject both to
his own passions and to the man who should be subject to him. While, as
Rebecca Bushnell has shown, masculine tyranny is implicitly feminized,
the subject who suffers abuse is equally identified with the woman as
resistant and conscientious subject, as the following chapter will suggest.

Desdemona, using her free speech to articulate her desire to reconcile her
husband to Cassio (..), is openly assaulted by Othello to the horror
of onlookers (.., –). Emilia’s intervention in the final scene has
political implications in a play in which the liberty that is gendered female
is extirpated by a cruel tyranny associated with the (effeminate) Turks.

The association of the female voice with freedom of speech recurs in The
Winter’s Tale with a difference. In this play, tyranny is explicitly political as
well as domestic since Leontes is King of Sicilia; his jealous madness
destroys the immediate heir to the crown. Yet while male courtiers raise
objections to his “prerogative” (..), they end by either (like Camillo)
fleeing his power or (like Antigonus) reluctantly carrying out his com-
mands. An entirely invented character with no equivalent in the source
material, Paulina alone has the temerity to brave the king’s wrath.
“He must be told on’t, and he shall,” she resolves. “The office / Becomes
a woman best” (..–). Why is a woman especially well-suited to
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correct tyranny? Julie Crawford suggests that because (according to the
well-known political allegory) “sovereignty should be married to
counsel . . . [and] the female counselor, by virtue of her own doubled
position, becomes that office best.” Paulina, however, is considerably less
conventional than the “loyal servant,” “physician,” and “obedient coun-
selor” she claims as her models (..–). Embodying the figure of the
shrew, the “callet / Of boundless tongue, who late hath beat her husband”
(..–), she declares, “I’ll use that tongue I have. If wit flow from’t /
As boldness from my bosom” (..–). Flaunting that “glibbery mem-
ber” so mocked and feared in early seventeenth-century culture, Paulina
reanimates the stereotype invoked by Iago in his wry remark to Cassio
about Emilia: “would she give you so much of her lips / As of her tongue
she oft bestows on me / You would have enough” (..–). Unlike
Emilia who remains largely silent and (fatally) subordinate until the final
scene, Paulina claims the role of Hermione’s “advocate to th’ loud’st”
(..) from the beginning. “If I prove honey-mouthed, let my tongue
blister / And never to my red-looked anger be / The trumpet any more,”
she vows (..–). Echoing Desdemona’s metaphor of the military
“trumpet” for her boldness of speech and action (Othello ..), Paulina
claims, like Kent in King Lear, that “anger hath a privilege” (..).
Unlike Kent’s, her anger anticipates that of Swetnam’s shrew whose “cruell
toongue shee will ring thee such a peale.” “He shall not rule me,” cries
Paulina (..), defying both domestic and political authority.
Considering Shakespeare’s early alertness to social attitudes to the shrew
as “stark mad or wonderful froward” (Taming of the Shrew ..), one
might well ask why he resurrects – and clearly reclaims – this cultural
stereotype in the later play.

In one sense, Paulina’s connection to the shrew brings her character
perilously close to comic caricature – to the “Dame Partlet” and “Lady
Margery” (.., ) of medieval folklore – and thus works to defuse the
scene’s tragic import, moving it towards the “laughter” appropriate to the
play’s genre (..). In response to Leontes’s criticism of his failure to
control his wife, for example, Antigonus recycles stock notions of husbands
dominated by their shrewish wives (..–). That an unruly woman
is licensed to interrogate masculine oppression may indicate the chaotic
state of a kingdom that is in thrall to its ruler’s passions. But in another
sense, just as Leontes’s reformation is less a return from madness to reason
than a submission to a new “madness” of “faith” (.., ), Paulina’s
bold challenge to Leontes’s “tyranny” (..) is neither comic nor
carnivalesque. Her intervention represents not disorder but a higher
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principle of order inherent in Nature and Time that trumps royal author-
ity. Unlike Philip Sidney, who in The Defense of Poesy exalts the poet’s
freedom from subjection to Nature, Paulina aligns herself with Nature’s
freedom in opposition to the laws of men. Hermione’s daughter, Paulina
observes, is captive not to the king’s will but to the womb, whence she is
“By law and process of great nature thence / Freed and enfranchised”
(..–). Like Nature, Time has the power “To o’erthrow law” (..),
and (as the subtitle of Shakespeare source Pandosto suggests) to act as the
agent whereby Truth “is most manifestly revealed.” When a male courtier
chides Paulina for the boldness of her speech, the reformed Leontes
defends her, saying “Thou didst speak but well / When most the truth”
(..–). “Thou speak’st truth,” “My true Paulina,” repeats Leontes
in the play’s final act (.., ). Absorbing and exceeding the figure of
the shrew, Paulina embodies the feminized force of “good goddess
Nature” (..) and speaks on behalf of “Temporis filia veritas”
(“Truth the daughter of time”), as the motto on Pandosto’s title page has
it. This commitment to speaking truth aligns Paulina with Emilia, who
declares “I must needs report the truth” (Othello ..). Yet unlike
Emilia’s free speech that comes too late to alter events, Paulina’s voluble
truth-telling remakes the world of the play, moderating and reforming the
politics of tyranny.
Shakespeare is not the only Jacobean dramatist who represents women

who speak truth to power despite male attempts to silence them. John
Webster, too, furnishes his female characters with voices to indict tyranny.
In The White Devil (), for example, Vittoria defies the Cardinal who
tries her without evidence for the crimes of adultery and murder and
sentences her to prison. Accusing him of “rape,” she exclaims: “Yes, you
have ravished Justice / Forced her to do your pleasure” (..–).

While he accuses her of being “mad” and turning “fury,” she identifies
herself with the female iconography of Astraea, goddess of Justice (..,
). Her speech becomes her ultimate form of defiance, as she herself
notes. “For since you cannot take my life for deeds, / Take it for words,”
she cries; “O woman’s poor revenge / Which dwells but in the tongue”
(..–). While like Emilia (who gives Iago the handkerchief ),
Vittoria is indirectly implicated in the crimes committed by her lover,
she is nonetheless given the power to denounce him (..–).
Associated, like Desdemona and Emilia, with republican and antipapist
Venice, Vittoria foregrounds the power of her speech to challenge an
autocratic regime. Similarly, in Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi (),
the imprisoned Duchess indicts her brother as a “tyrant,” and both echoes
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and extends Vittoria’s verbal assaults. “Let them, like tyrants, / Never be
remembered but for the ill they have done,” she cries in a series of curses
on her brothers (..–). Though the Duchess does not have the
same opportunities to confront her persecutors directly, she reveals an
acute awareness of the threat posed by her freedom of speech. If, for
Ferdinand, she is a “screech owl” who should cut out her own tongue
for fear it betray her husband (.., –), the Duchess sardonically
associates her verbal assertiveness with misogynist ideas of female loquac-
ity. “I would fain put offmy last woman’s fault,” she tells her executioners,
“I’d not be tedious to you” (..–). Her final words to her brothers
suggest that her elimination will allow them to “feed in quiet” after her
death (..), and her death itself is framed as a release from captivity.
“The robin red-breast and the nightingale / Never live long in cages,” she
tells Cariola (..–); in his dialogue with the Duchess, Bosola frames
the release of the soul from the body as the flight of the lark from a cage
(..–). After exercising freedom of choice in life, she finds freedom
from the cage of life in death.

These plays by Shakespeare and Webster are jewels in the crown of the
early modern dramatic canon. Written by male playwrights, played by boy
actresses, their female characters champion freedom of speech and defy
incarceration. Yet they exist alongside, other, lesser-known female voices of
the period worth considering in the same light. When, for example, a
pamphlet exposing Elizabeth Caldwell’s attempted murder of her husband
was printed in , it not only defended her crime as the desperate act of
a destitute wife, but also recorded the public “admonitions” she delivered
from her prison cell, both in her Letter to her husband during the time of her
imprisonment and in powerful reported speeches allegedly delivered imme-
diately before her death on  June . The Letter – written in what,
Randall Martin cautiously observes, “appears to be her own voice” –
openly denounces the crimes of Caldwell’s husband much as Emilia
denounces Iago, and delivers a searing call to repentance that anticipates
Paulina’s remonstrance of Leontes. Indeed, in a final dedicatory epistle,
authorship of the pamphlet is claimed by Robert Armin, an actor with the
King’s Men and himself a published pamphleteer. Better known as
playing the role of satiric fool in Shakespeare’s company, Armin was also
clearly a Protestant of the “hotter” variety; in  he contributed a
commendatory preface to A Briefe Resolution of a Right Religion Touching
the Controversies, that Are Nowe in England in which he excoriated the
“mockerie and hypocrisie” of papists and praised “zealous protestants”
prepared to hear “truth.” In the same year that Armin must have
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witnessed Emilia deliver her impassioned onstage outburst in Othello, he
had a hand in disseminating Caldwell’s vigorous address in the service of
Protestant religious zeal. Although the “true crime” genre of the pamphlet
bears little superficial resemblance to Shakespeare’s play, both works invest
the female voice with energy and veracity in its challenge to authority.
A would-be murderess and adulterous wife, Caldwell initially expresses

penitence for her own sins to authorize her powerful exhortation of her
husband and advertise her election. “Repentance is the rare gift of GOD,
which is given but to a verie fewe, even to those that seeke it, with many
teares, and verie earnestlie with fervent prayers,” writes Caldwell to her
dissolute husband (Cv). Rapidly turning from her crime to his, she
reminds him of his abnegation of responsibility that led to her temptation
and fall at the hands of the devil. As in Emilia’s case, her subjection to her
husband has compromised her integrity. But Caldwell’s explicit source text
is the Bible, where she finds many warnings against her husband’s sin, as in
the prophet Daniel’s interpretation of God’s judgment on King Belshazzar
(Dan. .). “Baltasar, sayth Daniell, expounding the fearefull vision of the
hands writing, when hee was banqueting with his Concubines, thou art
wayed in the Ballance, and are found light” (Cv), she writes. Identified in
the Geneva Bible with those who worship false gods “in contempt of the
true God” (Dan. . note d), Belshazzar is a prototype for the idolatrous
king who is punished by God with death. It may be no accident that
Caldwell’s dire warnings are directed at both domestic and political rulers.
For, in her final scaffold speech Caldwell offers a direct exhortation to the
recently crowned King James to warn him of the dangers of Catholicism.
“[M]ost religiously she prayed for the Kings most excellent Majestie . . .
that his sacred & royall Person, might be a bright shining lampe of Gods
glory in the advancement of the Gospell of Christ, and the overthrowe of
poperie and superstition” (Dv), reports the author. Caldwell’s call for her
husband’s “true Reformation” (Bv) thus takes on larger religio-political
meaning: her lengthy exposition of the Puritan doctrine of Sabbatarianism,
for example, culminates in the “condemnation of those who wilfully
oppose themselves against [God’s] blessed ordinance, to prophane them;
which is one of the crying sinnes of this land, wherewith the whole
Kingdome is infected” (Cv). Indeed, this vehement articulation of
Puritan doctrine may suggest that Caldwell herself was not really the
author of this text, for her execution in June  preceded the January
 Hampton Court Conference, in which James alienated the Puritans
and enforced their ministers’ subscription to the Three Articles on pain
of deprivation. When the pamphlet appeared in July , its defense of
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“the faithfull ministers and deere servants of Jesus Christ” whom
“the world most injuriously did deride, scofe and mock” would certainly
have had bitter topical relevance (Dr). Whether or not Caldwell’s voice is
authentic, it becomes a vehicle for early Stuart England’s nascent culture of
religious and political dissent. “Farewell to the Lawe, too long have I beene
in thy subjection,” she cries before proceeding to the gallows (Br), a
moment that recalls Emilia’s repudiation of power structures before her
death. In Caldwell’s case, it is important to distinguish between “nega-
tive liberty,” or freedom from interference, and “positive liberty,” freedom
to pursue alternate goals. The latter, as Isaiah Berlin warns, when identified
with “a social ‘whole’ of which the individual is an element or aspect: a
tribe, a race, a church, a state,” can be used “to justify the coercion of some
men by others in order to raise them to a ‘higher’ level of freedom.”

Elizabeth Caldwell exercises her own freedom of speech even as she calls
down God’s judgment on those “who turne the Sabboth of the lord, into a
day of wantonnes, liberty and licentiousnes” (Cv), associating the free-
dom of those outside her Puritan community with vice and implicitly
justifying their persecution. Female voices raised to defend their own
liberty may thus work to restrict that of others.

At first glance, Elizabeth Caldwell appears to have little in common with
Shakespeare’s Emilia, beyond the probable coincidence of the appearance
of both works in the English marketplace in  – about the same year
Elizabeth Cary probably wrote The Tragedy of Mariam, another represen-
tation of a wife standing up to her husband/ruler’s tyranny (discussed later
in this book). They represent different genres written in completely
different idioms and their female subjects occupy different points on the
spectrum: if Emilia’s voice in Othello is an act of male ventriloquism by
playwright and boy actress, Caldwell’s authorship of her Letter is framed
and possibly constructed by men, while Elizabeth Cary is clearly a woman
writer. Yet these cultural productions were consumed or produced at
around the same moment in early modern culture. They contain an
excoriation of abusive male authority – and of the “villainy” (Othello
..–) or the “sinful course of life” (Letter Cr) – that allows it to
flourish. A second cluster of texts, including The Winter’s Tale, The White
Devil, and The Duchess of Malfi, all date from the years –, when
Aemilia Lanyer’s Salve Deus Rex Judæorum () also appeared (discussed
later in this book). Some of these works – plays such as Othello, The
Winter’s Tale, The Duchess of Malfi, and The Tragedy of Mariam as well
as poems by Aemilia Lanyer – openly engage with the political term
“tyranny.” But what is striking about all these early modern texts is the
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privilege they accord to the female voice in speaking truth to power.
Though at risk of sounding like a shrew or a fury, women in each of these
works are licensed to exercise freedom of speech to expose unjust magis-
trates. “Nay, lay thee down and roar,” Emilia tells Othello, “I’ll make thee
known” (Othello .., ). “Thy tyranny, / Together working with
thy jealousies / . . . oh, think what they have done, / And then run mad
indeed, stark mad,” Paulina taunts Leontes (The Winter’s Tale
..–). “[T]he wrath of the Lord & his jealousie, shall smooke
against that man, and every curse that is written in this booke shall light
upon him,” cries Elizabeth Caldwell in her attack on her husband (Cv).
“Must I, like to a slave-born Russian / Account it praise to suffer tyranny?”
cries the Duchess after her banishment at the hands of her brothers
(Duchess of Malfi ..–). Invoking the higher authorities of God,
Nature, or Truth to challenge masculine abuses of power, these female
voices suggest that, in Paulina’s words, “the office / Becomes a woman
best” (The Winter’s Tale ..–).
This figure of the plain-speaking woman whose free speech communi-

cates her clear conscience and her zeal has a history. Though John Bale
records the “tyrannouse vyolence” suffered by the mid-sixteenth-century
Protestant martyr Anne Askew in his Examinations, Askew’s own voice
stands as a marker of the authenticity of her ordeal and of her powerful
indictment of her enemies. “Well, well, sayd I, God wyl laughe your
threttenynges to scorne,” she declares before her torturers in a paraphrase
of Psalm .. The title pages of both the First and the Latter
Examination feature a woodcut of Askew trampling on the papal beast,
with the motto, “Anne Askewe stode fast by thys veryte of God to the
ende.” Her insistence on freely speaking the unmediated truth of Scripture
made her a powerful and enduring symbol of the Reformation, and her
commitment to the simple vernacular associated her with a lost history of
women who formed “a shadowy legacy of dissent against the official
church.” Later sixteenth-century examples follow Askew’s lead. One of
the most frequently reprinted texts in the period, Puritan Philip Stubbes’s
posthumous tribute to his wife Katherine, praises her “fervent zeale . . . to
the truth,” when she “would not yield a jot” to “papistes or atheists,” but
“would most mightily justifie the truth of God against their blasphemous
untruths and convince them, yea, and confound them by the testimonies
of the word of God.” Mary Sidney Herbert, Countess of Pembroke,
versified the Psalms to denounce tyranny and represent the commitments
of her militantly Protestant family. “And call yee this to utter what is just
/ You that of justice hold the sov’raign throne?” writes the Countess of
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Pembroke in her rendition of the psalmist’s excoriation of “oppression” in
Psalm . Similarly, women writers such as Anne Cooke Bacon, Anne
Dowriche and Anne Vaughan Locke were key participants in the
Elizabethan Puritan project. In the sixteenth century the woman speak-
ing truth to power had the potential to figure political and religious
dissent.

By contrast, the seventeenth century – which ushered in male monarchs
beginning with King James – is sometimes thought to be “defined through
its exclusion of women.” Yet defiant female figures were especially
prominent during the early Stuart period. Lisa Hopkins contends that
the “rise of the strong female hero . . . emerges as a widespread phenom-
enon in the period from about , when we find a rush of female
protagonists on the English stage,” while Naomi Liebler suggests that
“Not until the Jacobeans, with some  instances between  and ,
does the female tragic protagonist command the stage and the page as the
titular hero.” Plays such as Othello and The Winter’s Tale – in which
Emilia and Paulina are far from the titular heroes – license women’s
freedom of speech in excoriating male authority. And, while these plays
are secular, they nonetheless build on the legacy of the martyr as “the
definitive religious parrhesiast” when women such as Paulina, Emilia, and
the Duchess invite and anticipate suffering and death for their uncompro-
mising speech. “What studied torments, tyrant, hast for me?” cries
Paulina, “What wheels, racks, fires? What flaying, boiling / In leads or
oils? What old or newer torture / Must I receive, whose every word
deserves / To taste of thy most worst?” (The Winter’s Tale ..–).
“It is an heretic that makes the fire,” she claims, “Not she which burns
in’t” (..–). Aligning herself with female martyrs like Askew,
Paulina taps into religious discourse that sets her at a distance from court
flatterers and the court itself. “‘She openeth her mouthe to wysdome / and
in her language is the lawe of grace’ (Proverb. xxxi),” reads the title
page of The First Examination of Anne Askew; the Geneva Bible explains:
“Her tongue is as a boke whereby one might lerne manie good things for
she deliteth to talke of the worde of God” (Prov. . note n). If this early
Reformation legitimation of the female voice may seem remote from an
Emilia or a Paulina, we may be underestimating the power of confessional
discourses in early modern England. For, observes Debora Shuger,
“Religion during this period supplies the primary language of analysis”
serving as “the cultural matrix for explorations of virtually every topic.”

“O God! O heavenly God!” cries Emilia in the Quarto as she begins to
recognize the enormity of Iago’s deception (Othello ..); “So come my
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soul to bliss, as I speak true,” she says as she dies (..). Though, like
the Folio text of Othello, The Winter’s Tale is constrained by the  Act
to Restrain the Abuses of Players that exacted heavy fines for references to
God, Paulina invokes as surrogates not only “good goddess Nature”
and “the divine Apollo” but also the “faith” necessary for revelation
(The Winter’s Tale .., .., ..). Like Elizabeth Caldwell, both
Paulina and Emilia are wives whose duties to their husbands are overridden
by their higher duty to call out tyranny and abuse – even at the risk of
being taken for disobedient wives or scolds. Similarly, Webster’s female
protagonists excoriate the tyrannical men who incarcerate and
execute them.
Immersed in a deeply Protestant culture, Shakespeare and Webster may

have had some connections with its “hotter” varieties. At first glance, any
sympathies for Puritan interests seem unlikely. After all, just as Webster
represents Puritans in The Duchess of Malfi satirically as zealots plagued
with “sore throats with over-straining” (..–), Shakespeare appears
to mock Malvolio as a “kind of puritan” for his repression of natural
appetites in Twelfth Night (..). “Dost thou think,” cries Sir Toby
Belch to Malvolio, “because thou art virtuous, there shall be no more cakes
and ale?” (..–). Yet as Paul Yachnin points out, given Maria’s
cautious disclaimer (..) “Malvolio might not be intended to be taken
for a Puritan at all.” As he goes on to argue, “Shakespeare is careful to
attenuate the connection between Malvolio and real-life Puritans, whether
the reforming party in the English Church or the political establishment of
London.” Many scholars believe that Shakespeare was acquainted with
the scion of the Sidney/Essex family, William Herbert, Earl of Pembroke,
one of the dedicatees of the First Folio and possibly the “onlie begetter” of
the sonnets. Identifying the bold female voice in Othello with classical
republican liberty, Mark Matheson speculates that this “may reflect
[Shakespeare’s] sympathy with the political interests of the Sidney and
Essex circles, with which of course he had some connection.” Yet
Pembroke himself was also associated not only with classical humanism
but also – albeit pejoratively – with the Puritan cause: a libel dated to
– represents Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford presiding over a
“puritan shrine” at which her second cousin the “weake Lord
Chamberlaine” worships. Similarly, despite his satiric portrait of a mad-
man in The Duchess of Malfi who finds salvation only in “the Helvetian
translation” (the Geneva Bible) (..), Webster identifies the virtuous
Antonio as “precise” (..) – “a code term for Puritans during the
period,” as Leah Marcus points out. And Luke Wilson observes that
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Webster “lived in a milieu closely associated with both puritan and
common law interests.” Those interests – often combined in Members
of Parliament with Puritan sympathies – raised questions of political and
religious liberty compatible with the idea of monarchical sovereignty.

Though a far cry from Puritan sermons, the dramatic works produced by
these playwrights echo the reformed Protestant construction of a female
voice that, I argue, exceeds the domestic to occupy significant political
space in its demand for “reasonable libertie.”

Indeed, instances of legitimate female anger directed at abuses of
authority abound in Jacobean plays. Before veering into comedy, for
example, Measure for Measure – likely one of Shakespeare’s first Jacobean
plays – allows Isabella to express her rage at Angelo’s corruption of power
in the form of generalized political commentary:

Oh, perilous mouths,
That bear in them one and the selfsame tongue
Either of condemnation or approof,
Bidding the law make curtsy to their will,
Hooking both right and wrong to th’appetite
To follow as it draws! [..–]

This image of male hypocrisy as a double tongue serving the appetite is
implicitly contrasted with Isabella’s own “outstretched throat” threatening to
“tell theworld aloud” of Angelo’s vice (..). And, though the duke initially
discredits Isabella in the play’s final scene, her speech demanding “justice,
justice, justice, justice” (..) is necessary to expose and punish Angelo.
While she ultimately serves as an instrument in the duke’s larger scheme,
Isabella joins the ranks of truth-speaking female characters in Jacobean drama
who expose powerful men. If, as Andrew Hadfield argues, “Measure for
Measure parodies republicanism as a means of signalling its irrelevance,” this
may indicate that republicanism – a “masculine phenomenon” at the heart of
Elizabethan political critique – was being superseded by a feminized form of
critique rooted in the religious discourse of counsel and conscience.

This book will argue that such representations of the female voice could
take on a particularly acute political inflection during the early Stuart
period. Of course, many scholars have argued that Jacobean literature
offers oblique political commentary on the reign of the king whose
“servants” comprised Shakespeare’s own company of players. In James
I and the Politics of Literature, for example, Jonathan Goldberg recognizes
that the duke in Measure for Measure is “the clearest emblem for the
relationship of literature and politics in the Jacobean period.”
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Similarly, while rejecting any simple political allegory, Stephen Orgel finds
in The Winter’s Tale a thorough engagement with James’s construction of
mystical kingship and its effects on the polity, noting that “Shakespeare in
the first decade of the new reign rethinks the nature of kingship . . . both in
terms of how much beyond the merely political is invested in the office, and
of what sorts of sanctions there might be to contain a king who abuses his
prerogatives.” For John Russell Brown, the Italian setting of The White
Devil is “a pretense that allowed Webster to evade the strict censorship that
had landed Ben Jonson and other dramatists in prison for showing too
clearly their criticism of King James I.” In Censorship and Interpretation,
Annabel Patterson finds in Shakespeare’s King Lear an authoritarian patri-
arch facing the frank counsel of Kent much as James faced the Commons’
defense of their parliamentary privilege. Building on this scholarship,
James Shapiro’s The Year of Lear reads Shakespeare’s major Jacobean trag-
edies as complex responses to the climactic political events of .

Building on such historicized interpretations largely centered on the
king himself, scholars have also noted the strong female voices in these
dramas, accounting for them by pointing to the increasing influence of
women playgoers, the prominence of female counsellors and courtiers, the
“heroics of marriage” advocated by Puritans, or nostalgia for the nationalist
and Protestant values of Queen Elizabeth. Others have associated them
with cultural images of the unruly woman widely disseminated in ballads
and broadsheets – images that could nonetheless work to “sanction riot
and political disobedience” and “become part and parcel of conflict result-
ing from efforts to change the basic distribution of power in society.”

Such explanatory frameworks contextualize the place of women in
Jacobean culture in valuable and illuminating ways. Yet representations
of the free-speaking women who demand “reasonable libertie” in early
Stuart works merit further examination. This book will argue that the
political force of the female voice is grounded in the pervasive and well-
known Jacobean analogies between household and State, woman and
Church – an analogy that women writers themselves exploited, revised,
and expanded in their own writing.
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